
Mont Vernon Library Trustees Meeting
Monday, March 7, 2022

In attendance: Bonnie Angulas, Cindy Raspiller, Bonnie Angulas, Amy White, representative
from building committee John Quinlan, select person representative Howard Brown, guest Sean
Mamone

1. Meeting called to order at 6:37pm

2. Review budget
- Budget for next year. Salary lines are not equal; at this point 6% increase was told
- Benefits line would be 25,000 if Bonnie accepted benefits, instead she gets $7000

buyback.
- The controllable thing - the library appropriation line is up $700 over $25,000 (things that

were grant funded and now we are incorporating these things into the budget.) This
represents a 3% increase.

- Hoopla (digital streaming for video and audio) is covered by a grant.  Looking ahead this
will need to be incorporated in the budget - at this point Bonnie is looking at taking
money from the video budget line item and the audiobook line item - and seeing if you
can get funding from these lines.

- The same data from the state - 2020 salaries are the most recent salaries posted.  As of
now, we are still lower than the average salaries of towns that touch us - and of towns
we compare ourselves too

- Bonnie pointed out that there are mass resignations going on right now
- Masters and five years experience are getting higher salaries
- We committed to the select people that we will do salary analysis every three years so

that we do not get so far out of whack; we do not plan to go to the top of the salary range
but we will not try to get below the average

- Roles and responsibilities are consistent with these salaries; if we get a new building we
may need to consider more hours, or another job that has more responsibilities - but we
are not in that place at this point

2. Release of the capital reserve to complete the design
- Doesn’t warrant a presentation
- But Amy pointed out that we need to emphasize that there is no tax impact by releasing

those funds.
- The wording is important because we are releasing both town funds and daland trust

funds.

3. Tax impact - $20K contribution to the Library capital reserve.  These funds would be matched
by Daland Trust for 100%

4. We are not speaking to the road warrant article - and will only answer questions as it applies
to the library.
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5. Meeting adjourned at 7:32pm
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